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Chaos in optics and  application to               
Cognitive processes



1- CHAOS 

Dynamics-Geometry-Information

Control



Non-linear dynamics for > 2 bodies
(DETERMINISTIC  CHAOS)

Transverse stability of trajectory     (      )  .

Left regular  motion; right   chaotic   with information loss  

(        : trajectories from  initial                    different from       ).

Speed info. loss = K ( Kolmogorov).





Fixed point

Limit cycle

Torus

Strange attractor

Attractor











From geometry D0 to information D1











Chaotic dynamics : control

transverse instability reduced or 
reversed by external controls

New descriptive level  =

Code change 

2 msec

200 msecFor ever

Chaos is controlled by adding extra-dynamic variables, which 
change the transverse instability without affecting the longitudinal 
trajectory. 

In the perceptual case, the most suitable top-down signals are those 
which provide a synchronization lifetime sufficient to activate 
decisional areas (say, 200 ms), whereas the single neuron spike has a 
chaotic lifetime of 2 ms 



2- CHAOS IN LASERS:

SYNCHRONIZATION



Lasers of Class A, B and C: how   time scales  rule the dynamics

Couple Maxwell eqs.in cavity with Scroedinger eq. for N atoms,

Keeping only the first mode E which goes unstable, E has as

linear source a polarization   P.            P depends on both E and

population inversion  in a nonlinear way as follows 

(see the terms in             ):



Here,                          are the loss rates for field, polarization and 
population; g is a coupling constant and 0 is the population 
inversion that would be established by the pump, in absence of 
coupling with E.

While the terms in       are due to field-atom coupling, the terms 

In                     represent dissipation, that is, coupling with the 
environment  (precisely, the field escapes from the cavity; and 
polarization P and population  decay at different rates



(Arecchi, #111)



(ii) Introduce a second field by injection from another laser

(iii) Make a ring cavity,with three or four mirrors, so that the

two fields   going leftwards and rightwards are independent

(not part of a standing wave as in Fabry-Perot) 

( ring laser)

(iv)Introduce cavity losses dependent by an external voltage,

and couple this voltage to the output intensity

(laser with feedback)

(laser with modulated losses)

(laser with injected signal),
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CO2 laser with feedback

Skeleton of the 3D model

X laser intensity
Y population inversion (
z feedback signal
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(proportional to E2 )



Embedding method

for nonlinear systems:

Phase space  ( x=I, y=, z)

reconstructed by plotting values of intensity  I=E2 at three different times 

t,    t-,  t -2on three dimensional space

ZOOM
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3- NEUROSCIENCE:

SPIKE SYNCHRONIZATION 

AND

COGNITION



Single Neuron dynamics

inputs

Axon
Soma

Nonlinear (threshold) dynamics

input 
sum

c

a
b

THRESHOLD

Spike trains vs time on the 
axon
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Synchronization in neuroscience





How the brain works

motor  
response



P(d)   (BOTTOM-UP)

P(h*)=P(h|d)=

P(d|h)P(h)/P(d)
1 sec

P( d | h) (TOP-DOWN)

APPREHENSION (Bayes inference)
Selection of h* starting from h, by joint action of 

stimulus P(d) (bottom-up)  and  model P( d | h) (top-down)

P(h)

to be retrieved

given



initial state

Posterior probability

Prior probabilities

Model

BAYES

Successive applications of  Bayes. 

The procedure consists in climbing up the Probability Mountain 

through a steepest gradient line 

Bayesian  strategies:   Darwin ; Sherlock Holmes; expert 
systems.



Quantum measurement occurrence is undecidable

Eisert,Muller and Gogolin- arXiv:1111.3965

Classically decidable

What means dealing with  complexity



-- t1 time required to process a single element;

-- let us have N elements: total processing 
time T
Simplicity    (proportional)                     T = N t1

Complexity    (exponential) T’ = 10Nt1

E.g. let  t1 =1 microsec = 10 –6 sec,

and  N=100, then we need

Simplicity                       T=100 t1 = 10 2-6 =  10-4 sec

Complexity                      T’ =  10 100-6 =10 94 sec

(age of Universe  only  10 17 sec).

C1- Complexity ,  algorithmic (complication)
[ entails a predefined set of objects]



C2- Complexity,    semantic
[ things reveal themselves gradually and never completely]

Let us define an  apple through a set of measured quantities ,

If we pick up an adequate number of indicators, the corresponding numbers 

should characterize the apple (bar code of a store)

However, the bar code is not the whole reality .

In fact, the apple precedes the collection of measured items,

that provide ensued quantities, not primary:

they rest on the apple, but -once abstracted -

they do not provide a complete reconstruction of the apple. 

There may be  a novel point of view that augments our knowledge of the 
apple



Bayes

MEANING

INFORMATION

complexity, semantic

complexity, algorithmic
(single model)

creativity= swap of model

Climbing up a single peak is a non-semiotic procedure 

ON THE CONTRARY  

Jumping to other peaks is a creativity act, implying a holistic 

comprehension of the surrounding world (semiosis) 



Goedel

Formalism 

axioms

Truths, undecidible

Theorems, 
(truths decidible)

from  BAYES  to  GOEDEL  [+TURING]

non-algorithmic jump,

NOT a formal deduction

algorithmic 
procedure

“from axioms to 
theorems” 



Dynamics of consciosness: two time scales

A) apprehension , a-temporal present; t≈1sec
coherent perception : synchronized clusters  access GWS;

Procedure: bottom-up/top-down Bayes interplay, common to 
animals

(synchronization extensible to 150 sec in meditation)

B)  judgment, t= 3 sec:  linguistic comparison
between the  present apprehension and a past memory.

The two events are compared within a 3 sec window.

B) discussed by E. Poeppel.



We demonstrate that we do not attribute

a sense to the single word, 

but to the context,

that is, to the comparison between 

one word and the neighbor ones 



Acncriodg to a reserchaer at 
Crdgaimbe Ueisnrvity, it dsoen't 
mtetar in waht oerdr the leertts in a 
word are, the olny iotnmarpt tinhg is 
that the fsirt and lsat lteetr be at the 
rghit pacle. The rset can be a toatl 
mses and you can still raed it 
whutoit polrbem. Tihs is bacusee 
the hmaun mind deos not raed eevry 
lteetr by isletf but the wrod as a 
wohle.



3 sec

P( d I h)

JUDGMENT    (inverse Bayes)
Comparison of d with h*,

whereby the most adequate model emerges

P(d)P(h*)

known

unknown



From direct Bayes = apprehension
(h* the most plausible hypothesis, P(d Ih) the algorithm )

P(h*)= P(h|d) = P(h) · P(d|h) / P(d) 

h*   already assigned by the  previous apprehensions;
then the unknown to be retrieved is the “model” P(d |h) , that is,

P(d |h) = P(d) · P(h*)/P(h)

How a judgment of truth is formed

to :   Inverse Bayes



The OBJECT as a collection of numbers 
(bar code of an item in a market) is 
replaced by a THING, that is , a  BEING  
whose features 

d are conditioned upon the point of 
observation h [cfr Plato’s cave!], namely,

P(d | h)

But: how to fully grasp  h?



4- QUANTUM  COGNITION



QUANTUM CONTEXTUALITY

a, b, If a pair of dice is shaken in a 
cup, the dice stop spinning as cup 
is over on a table. The values 
observed on the top faces when 
the cup is lifted are the same as 
the values hidden inside. 
'classical' dice are non-contextual 
—unaffected by the way we look 
at them

c, d, By contrast, 'quantum' dice 
do not have a predetermined 
value.

In a way, they continue spinning 
until they are observed.



Classical  vs  Quantum world

Leggett Garg inequality (LGI)

as a test of a system observed at 
successive times.

K = correlation between   t1 and t2 +

correl.  betw.           t2 and t3 –

correl.  betw.           t1 and t3

<   1

iff

1- MR= macrorealism



-LGI measurement procedure

LGI:         K<1

C13 
1
N

Qr (t1)Qr (t3)
r1

N



K  1
N

(Q(t1)Q(t2 )
r0

N

 Q(t2 )Q(t3)Q(t1)Q(t3))r

Q=±1



K values for one subject

LGI

classical



- K values for a meta-subject
a) K values in correspondence of the six tested interstimulus intervals.

b) Data for the seven subjects pooled around the peak time
c) Distributions τLG of the maxima of K



Statistics of pauses in linguistic endeavours

a) Time distribution of pauses in a poetical text (Dante’s Comedy, 

Canto XXXIII of Inferno, played by the speaker Roberto Benigni ); 

b) Time distribution of pauses in a musical text (intervals in the 1-st movement of 

Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, Symphonieorchester des Bayerischen
R df k di d b L d B i )



Gotthold Ephraim  Lessing, in:  

Laokoon: oder, uber die Grenzen der Malerei und 
Poesie( 1766)  argues against the tendency to take 
Horace's        ut pictura poesis  . 

Instead, poetry and painting each has its character , 
namely, the former is extended in time, while  the 
latter is extended in space.

Against Lessing:



Sequence of eye fixations (black circles) in looking at Nefertiti



The LGI  is fulfilled by all macrorealistic physical theories. 
Macrorealism is a classical worldview defined by the conjunction 
of two postulates:

1-Macrorealism per se: "A macroscopic object, which has 
available to it two or more macroscopically distinct states, is at 
any given time in a definite one of those states." 

2-Noninvasive measurability: "It is possible in principle to 
determine which of these states the system is in without any 
effect on the state itself, or on the subsequent system 
dynamics.“

We have proved that human cognition violates #1 and/or #2 over 
a window of 2 sec



Quantum cognition: HOW

HOW: Quantum walk(Q) versus Random walk(C=classical)

QW: traveled length scales as time T , 

RW:    length scales as sqrt(T)

E.g. let T=100 then QW=100; CW=10



Quantum cognition: WHY

In inverse Bayes, P(d|h) requires many trials in a “space of 
meanings”, Q. measurement speeds up over classical

Decoherence (loss of Q. character by coupling to environment) 
imposes a temporal window  around 3 sec, thus constraining all 
human linguistic endeavours.

Autism (screened from environment: see Dustin Hofman in “The 
rain man”) might  escape decoherence, performing a full QW  

Ontological remark



A1
B1

An

A2
B2

Bn

έλιξ, spiral

A B

circle

Comparison of A and B -
Two different hermeneutics: repetitive; creative

No loss of information Swap of information

FUNDAMENTALISM

DIALOG WITHOUT END



5-APPENDIX

Time Code and Quantum 
Aspects



Impossibile v isualizzare l'immagine.

Wigner function in time

How to naturally correlate synchronized signals

 
l

lttf )()( 

   1 lllISI 
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  detftftW i)2()2(),(  

Comb of narrow spikes ,

each of unit area

interspike interval, crucia

synchronization

If  detector unable to see single spike, then recur to non-local measureme

namely , shift the comb left and right by  – and  +then measure   overl

To distinguish each individual shift introduce a phase factor   e iω 
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Top : two sinusoidal packets, as recorded by a local meter

Bottom :non-local meterWigner distribution plotted in the plane

frequency ξ (vertical) versus time separation (horizontal)

The oscillating interference in the middle  takes also negative values

Thus, Wigner is NOT a classical probability, 





Spectrograms of chirped pulses
(Wigner functions )



FROG  (frequency resolved optical gating = Wigner)

SHG=second harmonic 
generator:   it squares the sum 
E(t-)+E(t) and we extract the 
double product E(t-)·E(t) 



Impossibile v isualizzare l'immagine.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Overlap of the uncertainty areas 

of two percepts P1,2 observed for a short 
time t
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Impossibile v isualizzare l'immagine.

Young experiment read in terms of 1)- a local meter M1 or 

2)- a non-local meter M2
1: the world is [a source S + a two-slit screen]; the meter is [a pointlike M1 that sees a 

LOCAL quantity];

2: the world is [S]; the meter is the [two-slit screen + M1 = M2] that 

sees a non-local correlation (Wigner) 
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M2

S M1

a

b



Chomsky’s universal language  

=

inborn wiring of human brain 

set to a 3 sec separation of

meaningful verbal slots 

as in a nonlocal Wigner type  meter ?           



Time code

msT 200
1966 1062 

54.0 TS

11102  N
MP 

TT 
T

MPP  2

binswordsgeCTP  620.).(

Min.spike sep.3 ms;  ave.sep.25 ms; decision time:
# bins N=200/3 = 66  ;    apriori  # of messages

An average freq.of 40 Hz (gamma band) entails a reduction 
factor

(or relative entropy)

Thus, # of meaningful words

word uncertainty for

approximated by  (product uncertainty as Heisenberg)



Energy conversion:       P=1 spike

requires  107 ATP /ADP steps, each taking

0.3 eV ; thus P=1 yields 0.5x10-12 J

Time conversion : ∆ T = 1 bin=3ms  

Whence

C=620 words.bins =10-12Js=10 22 h

Quantum constant C expressed in J s



Linda is described as very  extroverted, independent. 
Participants are asked to assess the probability of the 
statements: 

1) Is Linda a bank teller? 

2) Is Linda a bank teller and a feminist?

The first statement is very unlikely, given Linda’s 
description. Most participants do prefer the second 
statement. 

Classical view:

Quantum view: 

probability is ‘projection’

BT (bank teller) ray
F (feminist) ray 

(Tversky and Kahneman)Decision making



Context-dependency of natural concepts: in the domain of 
language, words are floating freely in a polyvalent state 
representing a variety of different uses. 

As the properties of micro-particles are not  determined until 
observing them, the properties of word tokens are not determined 
until conscious apprehension. 

- Flexible natural concepts 

-Decision making •[Pothos & Busemeyer (2009)]

•[Gabora & Aerts (2002)Khrennikov
(1999)]

-Mental 
timing •[Kompass & Geissler (2001)]

-Bistable perception Interference:Atmanspacher (2008)

Conti et al (2009)

LGI violation: Arecchi et al (2012)

-Chain of bistable 

perceptions

Quantum cognition


